
Complex Analysis - November 8

Topics: Conformal mapping, Fractional linear transformation, Schwartz-Christoffel
transformation, Maximum Modulus principle.

Problems: S05#5, J06#3, J04#4, J05#1, J98#4, J00#3, S97#2, S99#4.

———————————————————————————————–

Fractional Linear Transformation A transformation of the form w = az+b
cz+d .

Uniquely determined by specifying its value on 3 points (which can include ∞.)
It takes {circles + lines} → {circles + lines}.

Often a particular FLT is found by mapping points to/from {0, 1,∞}.
To find the image of a line or circle, try to find a point that gets mapped to

∞. If you can, the image is a line, and if not, the image is a circle.

Schwartz-Christoffel Transformation This maps the real axis onto a poly-
gon. Let the points x1, x2, . . . xn ∈ R be mapped to the vertices of the polygon.
Let πki be the corresponding exterior angles. (The exterior angle is defined
to be the angle obtained by extending one of the sides of the polygon, namely
(2π-interior angle).) If xn = ∞, then the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation is

w(z) = A

∫ z

z0

(s− x1)−k1(s− x2)−k2 · · · (s− xn−1)−kn−1ds + B,

for any constants A,B. These constants determine the size and location of
the polygon, so are used to transform similar polygons into each other.

Given a specific polygon P , we can choose two of the xi arbitrarily (or
choose 2 relations between them), and the other points are determined to make
the lengths of the sides scale properly. These points are often hard to determine,
and the integral is often not possible to evaluate with elementary functions.

If xn 6= ∞, the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation is

w(z) = A

∫ z

z0

(s− x1)−k1(s− x2)−k2 · · · (s− xn)−knds + B.

In this case, we are allowed to specify three of the xi arbitrarily.

Maximum Modulus Principle If f is analytic and not constant on an
(open) domain D, then |f(z)| has no maximum value in D. A corollary to
this is that the maximum of |f | on a closed, bounded region R is always reached
on the boundary, and never in the interior.

Riemann Mapping Theorem If D is a simply connected domain in the
complex plane, and D is not the entire complex plane, then there is a conformal
map of D onto the open unit disk.
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Conditions for uniqueness of maps A conformal self-map of the unit disk
(and consequently any conformal map of regions conformally equivalent to the
unit disk) is uniquely determined by specifying 3 real parameters. For example,
we could specify:

• Image of one interior point (= 2 real numbers, its real and imaginary
parts) PLUS the image of a boundary point (= 1 real number).

• Image of 3 boundary points.

• Image of one interior point f(z0), PLUS arg f ′(z0).

Maps that are good to know (Think about what these do to circles and
lines going through/not going through the origin, as well as horizontal and
vertical lines.)

• az

• 1
z

• z2, z1/2, zα

•
√

Az2 + Bz + C

• sin z, cos z

• ez

• log z

How to map simple domains to other simple domains (also think about
their inverses)

• unit disk → unit disk (eiα z−a
1−āz )

• upper half plane → unit disk (eiα z−z0
z−z̄0

)

• horizontal strip → sector (eαz)

• sector → half-plane (zβ)

• lunar domain (= arc of two circles) → sector (FLT)

• half-strip → half-plane (sin z)
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